
 
 
 

Formative feedback 
 

 
Overall Comments 
Great to see A4 Wendy - we discussed your work in our tutorial on 05/06/2017. Key 
points of discussion are summarized below through a combination of Tutor and 
Student notes.  
 
Feedback on assignment  
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration 
of Creativity  
• It’s great to see you are continuing to present prints in a portfolio box, that they are 
now being labeled.  
• You also submitted additional collage pieces using some of your final images, for 
me to look at. Whilst I’m not sure they are necessary for the requirements of this 
particular brief, it is fantastic to see you explore alternative uses and presentations of 
your images in quite an imaginative, sculptural way.  Research Point: I think you 
would really enjoy looking closer at the collage works of Alma Haser and Julie 
Cockburn and discovering more about their intentions and the reasons they might use 
these techniques. 
• I was really impressed with the way in which you documented your editing and 
sequencing process on your Learning Log and when present, how extensive the 
project development and image selection posts are. Continue with this approach; just 
make sure you include key stages in the process. For example, you jump from ‘Decision 
Making’, which lists the options and edits, but we then miss the next step of creative 
decisions, which got you to the final presentation.  
• It was noted that perhaps the viewing order/layout of the final prints could be 
clearer, consider producing a neat, digitally drawn map on a print out with the 
submission at assessment. 
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• We discussed the use of the inverted borders on final prints – What does it offer? 
What could you use instead here, potentially framing considerations if you were to 
develop it later. Does it work on the prints individually? Include reflection on this in 
your learning log. 
• OCA Forum – good to see these now written up but make them clearer, potentially 
in stand-alone posts and include quotes, links to the threads. 
• Assignment write-up: If you can, I would encourage you to reflect on and examine 
exactly what it is you are trying to communicate or study with this project and then 
assert this in your accompanying text - not only to do with light and expansion of 
techniques you’ve explore in the exercises, but deeper than that.  There’s no right or 
wrong answer here, but it’s really useful to try to reach the essence of what you’re 
attempting to achieve…is the work primarily a study of organic objects or is it more a 
comparison between two quite different photographic techniques? Or is it about 
natural forms represented through a digital process. 
These key drivers for the work, once identified can really help inform creative 
approaches to the sequencing and presentation/layout of the series. We discussed the 
various options you’d explored including the heavy crops in monochrome and the 
triptychs. If you were looking at a re-work, consider the formal and/or emotive 
strengths in the shadows and heavily cropped work you explored in your ideas 
development. 
• A3 rework – If you are still going to re-work the previous assignment, I would 
recommend doing this before you go much further, whilst it is fresher in your mind. It 
will also help with keeping a certain degree of chronology as your learning log 
expands. 
 
Coursework 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of Creativity  
Ex 4.2 is a beautiful document of changing light. The camera position being 
maintained really helps reveal the subtleties of the shifts and changes, as our eyes are 
not playing spot the difference across the frame, purely just with the light and tonal 
shifts.  
Ex 4.5 - I also really enjoyed your images of the stapler, I think the constraints of 
working with one object, forced you to be quite creative with composition. I was 
drawn to the ‘mirrored shapes’ image in particular as the tones and lines are really 
intriguing and its such an abstracted and unexpected image related to this object. Also 
the ‘side view’ and ‘rear view’ have a really pleasing use of shallow depth of field, 
shadows and muted colour palette. 
Keep all Exercises under Coursework heading only, allowing Assignments to be 
separate. Wherever relevant, refer and add in links to your work within exercises, 
research points etc from within assignment development posts. 
 
Research 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   



• Generally, I can see an improvement in the depth of analysis across your posts since 
the last assignment, which is great Wendy. I would say now it’s about further 
aligning and feeding in that research and analysis to your own work and 
presentation. Also ensuring that you find research that offers you as broad a 
perspective on your chosen subject matter as possible, rather than being informed 
by just one or two similar approaches. You don’t have to like what you research, in 
fact sometimes understanding why you aren’t drawn to something, is equally if not 
more helpful. 

• ‘Decisions, Decisions’ post – add in images to illustrate points and use them to 
enable you to write up in depth analysis. You could discuss questions such 
as…what can you literally see in the frame? How do you think it was 
made?/techniques – are there any clues in the image? Where did you find the 
image? – how do you think this affects your reading of it? 
 

Learning Log 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
• Also tag Radical Eye review post, so that it is visible within your languages of light 

assignment development, as it is relevant and informed your work on that 
assignment. 

•  ‘Dimensions’ post – this stood out as it succeeds in moving towards your final 
rationale and it’s really important to document this process. However, there’s no 
reflective notes which share your thoughts how it moves you or is more resonant 
than the others.  
 

Suggested reading/viewing  
Context  
Regarding still lives, we discussed other photographers and artists you could find 
useful: 
- the still life work of Irving Penn / The Plant Kingdoms of Charles Jones / Ori Gersht’s 
work on the subject of still lives / Taryn Simon’s Contraband / I’ve since also thought 
Helen Chadwick’s Wreaths to Pleasure could be good too - they are aerial photographs 
of still life arrangements of organic and chemical matter, sometimes using liquids as 
well as flowers or other objects. 
 
With regards to A5 subject matter of the empty home – you’re already looking at 
Eggleston, which is great, but I also sent you the following projects after our tutorial:  
Ryan L Moule – Latent Frequencies  
Leonie Hampton – In the Shadow of Things  
Arturas Valiauga 
The inside representing the outside world...interiors standing for something other than 
purely an architectural structure. 
http://www.europeanprospects.org/arturas-valiauga/i-dropped-steppas-we-talked-
about-life 



 
Tina Enghoff: Possible Relatives 
Interior photographs and details of home where people have passed away (possibly a 
little bit bleak but interesting to look at her approach) 
http://www.tinaenghoff.com/case.php?case_id=9 
 
Pointers for the next assignment / assessment 
Learning Log/Assignment Planning and Development: 
• Extra Post needed about why I selected the backgrounds and inverted borders, also 

layout. (WR) 
• Discuss intuitive decisions. (WR) 
• Summarise why the final images are a mix of 3d and scanner images (WR) 
• Take time to review the above for pointers within the feedback. 
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